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Abstract
In this work, we perform µsec time scale analysis on en-
ergy consumption behavior of the SSD Write operation
and exploit this information to extract key technical char-
acteristics of SSD internals: channel utilization policy,
page allocation strategy, cluster size, channel switch de-
lay, way switch delay, etc. We found that some SSDs
adopt a multi-page cluster as a write unit instead of a
page. We found that SSDs adopt significantly differ-
ent ways of exploiting channel-level and way-level par-
allelism to maximize write throughput, which governs
the peak current consumption. The X25M(Intel) empha-
sizes the performance aspect of SSDs and linearly in-
creases the channel parallelism as the IO size increases.
The MXP(Samsung) puts more emphasis on energy con-
sumption aspect of SSD and controls the degree of par-
allelism to reduce the peak current consumption. Cluster
size of the X25M and the MXP correspond to one and
eight pages, respectively. The current consumed when
writing a page to NAND flash varies significantly de-
pending on the NAND model(17 mA- 35 mA).

1 Introduction
NAND flash based Solid State Drives(SSDs) promise to
address the technical issues which legacy HDD based
storage devices have suffered from: energy consump-
tion, acoustics, bandwidth, IOPS, etc. State of the
art SSD controllers adopt sophisticated schemes, (e.g.,
Flash Translation Layer, wear-leveling, garbage collec-
tion, storage signal processing, over-provisioning, com-
pression, deduplication) to address the issues which
modern NAND flash devices face: endurance, retention
and page program time. To enhance the IO performance,
state of art SSDs adopt a multi-channel, multi-way archi-
tecture with a large DRAM buffer. To fully exploit the
potential of a storage device, it is mandatory to a acquire
a comprehensive understanding of its behavior (e.g., how
data is written to the storage media). The traditional way

of characterizing internals of a hard disk is via examin-
ing IO latency [1]. In characterizing SSDs, we explore
an entirely different method. We analyze the energy con-
sumption behavior of the NAND flash program operation
on a very fine time scale(10µsec).

A number of previous works characterize of SSDs
from an energy consumption perspective. Shin et al. [7]
and Seong et al. [6] applied different workloads(random,
sequential, etc.) to SSDs and measured the power con-
sumption. Their work aimed to identify the relationship
between workload characteristics and aggregate power
consumption. Grupp et al. [2] examined the average
power consumption(W) and energy(J) of SSDs across
different workloads for eleven SSD models. Seo et al. [5]
did a similar study, but they also varied the file systems
in their measurement study. Mohan et al. [4] developed
a detailed power model for the NAND flash chip itself.
These works mostly focused on identifying aggregate en-
ergy consumption behavior for a given set of workloads.
None of these works attempted to extract internal details
of SSD behavior.

In this work, we develop a methodology to extract key
technical characteristics of SSDs from an architectural
aspect and determine the way in which the SSD con-
troller utilizes its NAND flash devices. The key techni-
cal characteristics include page allocation strategy, clus-
ter size(the size of minimum IO unit to/from NAND
flash), channel switch delay, way switch delay, peak cur-
rent consumption, and NAND flash programming cur-
rent. None of this information is publicly available.

The conclusion of this work is quite open ended but
puts forth an important thesis. The SSD vendors improve
the IO performance by increasing the number of channels
and the number of ways in an IO operation. There exist
performance vs. energy consumption trade-offs in SSDs.
The energy consumption aspect of SSDs should be em-
phasized equally with the performance aspects. We pro-
pose a Power budget(Peak current consumption of SSD)
as an index to characterize SSDs. The Power budget can



also be used as a configuration parameter to govern the
parallelism degree of an SSD.

2 SSD Organization and Energy Con-
sumption

2.1 SSD Organization
The main components of SSDs are flash chips, the SSD
controller, DRAM, and host interface, along with some
others. SSD controller consists of a processor, flash con-
troller (one for each channel), buffer (DRAM) controller,
ECC/CRC module, internal memory (SRAM), and hard-
ware accelerator for performance. Fig. 1 shows the con-
ceptual architecture of an SSD.

Figure 1: SSD Organization

Figure 2: Page Allocation Strategies

A Write operation consists of sending a command to
the Command register(C), sending data to the Data regis-
ter(D) and program(P). To parallelize the I/O operations
on multiple NAND flash devices, flash memory chips are
organized into multiple channels and ways. Each chan-
nel has its own data register and command register, and
the flash chips in different channels can be accessed in
parallel. When we access a number of chips in the same
channel, the access request is served in a time interleaved
manner.

When an SSD has a multi-channel and multi-way ar-
chitecture, the page allocation strategy becomes rather
complicated and becomes the crux of the SSD perfor-
mance. A number of issues, including write perfor-
mance, cell wear-leveling, and peak current consump-
tion, are interwined in the page allocation algorithm.
Fig. 2 illustrates an SSD with two channels and two
NAND flash chips in a channel. It illustrates four ways
to write four pages. On one end of the spectrum, the SSD

can write the pages to a single flash memory chip. At the
other extreme, the SSD controller distributes four pages
across four flash chips in two channels. Among the four
page allocation methods in Fig. 2, distributing the pages
into four chips yields the best performance but will incur
the highest peak current.

2.2 Energy Consumption in a Multi-
channel and Multi-way Write

The diagrams in Fig. 3 illustrate the relationship between
the degree of parallelism and the energy consumption in
writing three pages. We schematically represent the cur-
rent of only the Program operation. In Fig. 3(a), three
pages are written to a single chip. The peak current of the
write operation is the lowest among the three and the to-
tal duration of program is the greatest. In Fig. 3(b), pages
are written to three chips attached to the same channel.
We assume that the Command and Data registers become
available as soon as the NAND chip starts programming.
The time to transfer the command and data to the Com-
mand and Data registers constitutes the way switch delay.
In Fig. 3(b), the maximum degree of parallelism is two.
Fig. 3(c) illustrates the situation where each page is writ-
ten to a different channel. Due to architectural limitations
(e.g., bus width), it is not practically possible to transfer
the command and data to three channels precisely at the
same time. This is because channel switch delay exists.
In Fig. 3(c), three NAND flash chips are programmed
simultaneously. The total programming duration is the
shortest, but the peak current is also the highest.

3 Measurement Methodology
We measured the energy consumption behavior of a total
of four SSDs: Forte+ (Hanamicron), X25M (Intel), MXP
(Samsung), and Vertex (OCZ), only two of which are
presented in Section 4 due to space limitations. Measure-
ment hardware consists of an oscilloscope(Model: Tek-
tronix TDS3032), a high resolution current probe(Model:
Tektronix TCP202), a host system and the target SSD.
We attached the current probe to the power line(Vdd) of
the SSD. The host system was loaded with Linux 2.6.
We opened the SSD as a raw device to minimize the
measurement noise caused by the filesystem. The pro-
gram time of SLC and MLC NAND flash is around 200
µsec and 900 µsec, respectively. To precisely measure
the programming behavior of the SSD, it is critical that
the sampling granularity is finer than the NAND flash
programming time. In this study, we set the sampling
interval to 10µsec. For accuracy of measurement, the
DRAM buffer(write buffer) was turned off. To avoid
garbage collection during our measurement, we factory-
reset the SSD before each measurement round.

If write operations of different IO sizes yield identi-
cal energy consumption behavior, the number of chips
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Figure 3: Page Allocation Strategy vs. Current Consumption

involved in these operations are the same. This phe-
nomenon is used to identify the cluster size. Fig. 4(a)
illustrates the energy consumption of 4, 8, 16, and 32
KByte writes. Energy consumption for 4, 8 and 16
KByte writes is identical. On the other hand, the peak
current of a 32 KByte write is larger than the peak cur-
rent of 16 KByte write by approximately 40 mA. In this
case, we infer that the cluster size is 16 KByte. Observ-
ing the peak current, we can determine the number of
flash chips involved in the IO operation. Fig. 4(b) il-
lustrates the energy consumption behavior for 16 KByte
and 32 KByte writes. As we double the IO size from 16
KByte to 32 KByte, peak current increases. We conjec-
ture that the degree of parallelism has increased. With-
out any interleaving, when we double the IO size, the
programming duration doubled. Fig. 4(c) illustrates the
energy consumption behavior for 256 KByte and 512
KByte writes(Intel X25M). For these two IO sizes, the
peak currents are identical(500 mA), but the program-
ming duration is doubled.

4 Case Study
4.1 Case Study 1: Intel X25M
We vary the IO size from 4 KByte to 160 KByte(∆ =
4 KByte) and measure the energy consumption behavior
of the write operation for the Intel X25M. Fig. 5(a) and
Fig. 5(b) illustrate energy consumption behavior of IOs
from 4KByte to 80 KByte and from 80 KByte to 160
KByte, respectively. In Fig. 5(a), we can clearly see that
each increment of 4 KByte in IO size causes an increase
in the peak current(approximately 17 mA). From this, we
can conjecture that each 4 KByte is written to a different
NAND flash device.

The next step is to identify the interleaving method
for a multi-page write. In an 80 KByte write, current
consumption reaches the peak at around 1.1 msec on
the X-axis. Programming one more page increases the
total programming time by 30 µsec (i.e. 600 µsec ÷
20). Given that in most SSDs the channel speed is 40
MByte/sec, it takes 100 µsec to transfer 4KByte to the
data register. Therefore, the way switch delay cannot be
shorter than 100 µsec. We conjecture that the X25M uses
simple channel interleaving to allocate pages. Fig. 5(b)

illustrates the energy consumption behavior for write
IO from 80 KByte(20 pages) to 160KByte(40 pages)
write. Since the X25M has ten channels and two chips
per channel, a maximum of 20 pages(80 KByte) can be
programmed in parallel. However, writing 21 pages(84
KByte) incurs a significant increase in programming la-
tency. Let us number the pages from P0 to P20. Based on
our conjecture, P0, P10, and P20 will be allocated to the
same channel and P0 and P20 are allocated to the same
chip. A Program operation of P20 can start only after the
SSD finishes programming P0. The current consump-
tion observed in Fig. 5(b) precisely matches our expec-
tation. We conclude that the X25M uses simple channel
interleaving for page allocation and a cluster size of one
page.

We can precisely identify the amount of current used
in page programming. Peak current increases by 17
mA as we increase the write size by 4 KByte. A sin-
gle NAND flash chip consumes 17 mA to program a
page. The NAND flash chips in the X25M bear relatively
good energy characteristics compared to those used in
the MXP(25 - 35 mA to program a page).

4.2 Case Study 2: SAMSUNG MXP
We measured the current consumption behavior for the
MXP(Samsung). We varried IO size from 4 KByte to
96 KByte. TheMXP has eight channels. There are two
packages for each channel and each package has four
chips. A total of 8 chips are attached to one chan-
nel. According to our measurement, write operations
from 4 KByte to 96 KByte can be categorized into three
categories with respect to energy consumption behav-
ior: from 4 KByte to 32 KByte(Fig. 6(a)), from 36
KByte to 64 KByte(Fig. 6(b)) and from 68KByte to 96
KByte(Fig. 6(c)). Write operations in the same category
yield similar(if not identical) energy consumption behav-
ior. Given this, we infer that the cluster size is 8 pages in
the MXP.

As we increase the cluster size, we can observe the in-
crease in the peak current, but the entire programming
duration does not increase significantly. From this, we
infer that MXP increases the degree of parallelism in
units of a cluster.
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5 Power Budget
Excessive peak power consumption of a multi-channel
SSD can cause problems for the SSD device itself as
well as for the host. If a multi-channel, SSD programs
too many NAND chips in parallel, excessive peak cur-
rent can cause supply voltage drop, ground bounce, sig-
nal noise, black-out, etc. and can lead to unreliable
SSD operation[3]. The current for programming 16 flash
chips in parallel can reach as high as the current con-
sumption of a modern enterprise class HDD. This issue
will compound when we configure RAID system with
SSD.

We propose a metric called Power Budget, which spec-
ifies the maximum tolerable peak current for SSD op-
eration. It can be defined by the host or by the SSD
controller. It enables the host to specify the maximum
energy consumption for the device in very flexible man-
ner. Based upon this ”Power Budget”, the SSD can adapt
its internal mechanisms (e.g., channel allocation and the
maximum number of chips programmed in parallel) to
properly incorporate the performance/power trade-offs.
Fig. 7 schematically illustrates the power-performance
trade-offs. The X and Y axes denote the time and the
current consumption, respectively. In Fig. 7, The Power
Budget limits the maximum tolerable peak current, and
Performance Bound specifies maximum tolerable la-
tency. Assuming an 8 channel with 8-ways/channel SSD,
feasible page allocation strategies are 2×4(four channel,
2-way/channel) or 4×2 (two channel, 4-way/channel).

Figure 7: Power Budget and Feasible Page Allocations

6 Conclusion
SSD vendors do not publicize the internal details of their
products. As more channels are used for sequential data
striping, not only does the parallelism of I/O increase but
so does the instantaneous power consumption. As more
flash memory chips, in a channel, are used for data in-
terleaving, the power consumption for an I/O operation
sustains for a longer time. Page/block allocation policy
also affects the energy consumption behavior of an SSD.

In this study, we developed an elaborate methodol-
ogy to identify the internal details of SSDs and pro-

pose the Power Budget metric, which can be used for
SSD characteristics, design criterion for power consump-
tion constraint-based page/block allocation policy, or as
a configuration parameter which governs the degree of
parallelism dynamically. Using our forensic method, we
successfully verified the page/block allocation policies of
commodity SSD.
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